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---China’s official policy has always called for “the complete 
prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons.” 
However, before complete nuclear disarmament, China will 
continue to   modernize its nuclear force in order to maintain a 
reliable second-strike retaliatory capability.  

 

---Since the New START Treaty entered into force on 5 February 
2011, growing concerns have arisen about Chinese nuclear 
modernization, particularly the possibility of a Chinese “sprint to 
parity.” 

 

---However, China’s nuclear arsenal and its modernization are 
constrained by its inventory of fissile materials, and most 
importantly by its nuclear policy---a no-first-use pledge and 
“minimum deterrence” 



 
 China’s military inventory of fissile materials 

--The new estimates: HEU : 16 ± 4 tons ; Plutonium: 1.8 ± 0.5 
tons. 

---China stopped HEU production in 1987 and plutonium  by 
1990.  All of its military HEU and plutonium production 
facilities have been closed or converted to other uses, or are 
being decommissioned. 

---China may have the smallest military stockpile of HEU and 
plutonium available for weapons among the P5. 

---China’s current military inventory of fissile materials would 
not support an arsenal of more than 1000 warheads. 

 

 See ,  Hui Zhang, “Chapter 7: China,” Global Fissile Material Report 
2010: Balancing the Books: Production and Stocks, Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University, 2011,     Hui Zhang, “China's HEU and Plutonium 
Production and Stocks,” Science & Global Security 19, no. 1, January–
April 2011. 

 

http://www.fissilematerials.org/


 
 Chinese nuclear force 

Type                 NATO                       Year                      Range                  Yield                            Number of 

                         Designation               Deployed             (kilometers)         (kilotons)                      warheads 

                         

Land-based ballistic missiles 

DF-5A            CSS-4                            1990s                  13,000+               4,000-5,000                <20 

DF-31A          CSS-10 Mod 2               2007                   11,200+               200-300?                      15 

DF-4               CSS-3                            1980                   5,400+                 3,300                             10 

DF-31             CSS-10 Mod 1              2006                   7,200+                 200-300?                       10 

DF-3 A            CSS-2                           1971                   3,000+                 3,300                             5 

DF-21             CSS-5 Mods  1/2           1991                   1,750+                 200-300                        50 

Subtotal:                                                                                                                                            110 

Submarine-Launched ballistic missiles 

JL-1                CSS-NX-3                     1986                    1,000+                200-300                       (n.a) 

JL-2                CSS-NX-4                         ?                     7,400                    200-300 ?                    (36) 

Bombers 

H-6                 B-6                                 1965                   3,100                        ---                             20 

Total                                                                                                                                                  166 

 
Hui Zhang, “Nuclear Modernization in China,” in Assuring destruction forever: nuclear 
weapon modernization around the world, edited by Ray Acheson , published by Reaching 
Critical Will, a project of the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, March 
2012. 



 
China’s Nuclear Policy 

 

---China’s nuclear policy features:  a no-first-use 
doctrine + minimum deterrence.  

 

---  China’s nuclear force posture is consistent with 
a meaningful NFU pledge. 

    --e.g.:  a  smaller and simpler nuclear arsenal ; 
warheads de-mated. The Second Artillery 
conducts war planning and training under the 
assumption that China will absorb a first nuclear 
blow, etc. 

 
--- China’s nuclear force posture is determined 

primarily by its policy, not financial or 
technological constraints. 

 



 
 The meaning of minimum deterrence 

The relationship between the “effectiveness” of China’s 
nuclear force and the level of a “minimum deterrent”: 

 

  N effectiveness=N minimum level /[(survivability from a first 
strike) x(penetrability of a missile defense)] 

 

 N effectiveness represents an “effective nuclear force” to 
meet China’s minimum requirements under different 
circumstances. N effectiveness--dynamic and changeable 

 The N minimum level is the minimum nuclear force that will 
reach the target after surviving a first nuclear strike and 
penetrating a missile defense system. N minimum level--
constant and does not need to change.  

 



 
 The meaning of minimum deterrence (cont’d) 

What’s the specific number of the N minimum level? 

 

--- Mao Zedong stated, “In any cases, we won’t build more 
atomic bombs and missiles than others.” He also said that 
“a few atomic bombs are enough (for China). Six are 
enough.” 

---While six warheads is likely not be the specific number in 
the mind of Chinese leaders, a minimum nuclear force with 
approximately ten warheads reaching a target country may 
be considered enough to inflict unacceptable damages.  

   --E.g. a FAS and NRDC  study found : the average number of 
fatalities per assumed attacking weapon (e.g. the DF-5A ICBM) is 
about 800,000, if the warheads are detonated as airbursts; the 
average number of casualties per weapon would be about two 
million.  

   



 
 The aim of China’s nuclear modernization 

---Chinese  initiated a nuclear modernization program in the 

1980s, aiming to increase the survivability, reliability, 

safety, and penetrating ability of its small nuclear arsenal --- 

thus, to maintain a limited but effective second-strike 

nuclear force. 

---Chinese nuclear modernization will continue to be 

conducted under the  guideline of China’s nuclear policy: 

NFU+ minimum deterrence . 

---Deng Xiaoping 1978:China’s strategic weapons “should be 

updated (gengxin) and the guideline [for their development] 

is few but effective (shao er jing). Few means (a small) 

number and effectiveness should increase with each 

generation.” The gengxin (upgrade) means here mainly 

replacing the older ones by new, “better” ones.  

 

 



 
 The aim of Chinese nuclear modernization (cont’d) 

---Mao Zedong : China should “have a little bit (of nuclear 

weapons capability), keep (the weapons) a little bit, make 

(the weapons) a little bit better” (you yidian, shao yidian, hao 

yidian). This “yidian” (a little bit) policy has been kept by 

several generations of Chinese leaders. 

---To have a small arsenal capable of counterattack, China’s 

nuclear modernization has been focusing on the quality over 

the quantity of its nuclear arsenal during the past three 

decades. 

---Specifically, China’s nuclear modernization has sought to 

increase the survivability of its nuclear force by replacing 

older, liquid-fueled missiles with solid-fueled, mobile 

ballistic missiles and constructing deep underground 

tunnels that can act as missile bases.  

 

 

 

  

 

 



 
 China’s Underground Great Wall 

---the underground Great 

Wall, 5000 km of tunnels, 
began construction  1985. 

--- converting its land-based 
ballistic missiles into 
“tunnel-launched ballistic 
missiles”--to ensure a 
limited and reliable 
second-strike nuclear 
force. 

---underground great wall 
project provides additional 
evidence for Beijing’s 
minimum deterrence 
posture. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The Chinese text on top of the photo reads: 

"CCTV-7 Military Records—Traveling 

together with the Motherland, the sharp sword 

toward heaven, PLA Second Artillery." Text at 

bottom reads: “the modern underground great 

wall”  



 
 Chinese nuclear modernization: major drivers 

 

--- As Professor Hu Side emphasized, “the sole purpose for 

China maintaining a limited nuclear counterattack force 

is to deter a potential nuclear strike. However, the 

development of US missile defense and the long-rang 

strike capability with high accuracy to target mobile 

missiles is in practice to decrease the effectiveness of 

Chinese nuclear deterrence. Thus, it surely leads to 

Chinese attention.” 

--- US missile defense plans will be a major driver for 

China’s nuclear weapon modernization. 

--- Washington’s strategic nuclear intentions toward Beijing 

could  influence China’s nuclear modernization plans.  

 

 

  

 

 



 
 Chinese nuclear modernization: trends 

 

--- To maintain an “effective nuclear deterrent,” China will 

continue to modernize its nuclear weapons, in response 

to other countries’ military developments and the 

international security environment.  

---However, China’s nuclear modernization program will  

continue to be guided by its no-first-use pledge and a 

commitment to “minimum nuclear deterrence.”. 

---The nuclear force will be kept at the minimum level 

Beijing feels is required to deter a nuclear attack.  

 

 

 

  

 

 



 
 Beijing positions on nuclear disarmament 

  
--- “To attain the ultimate goal of complete and thorough 

nuclear disarmament, the international community 

should develop, at an appropriate time, a viable, long-

term plan with different phases, including the conclusion 

of a convention on the complete prohibition of nuclear 

weapons.”   

--‘‘Nuclear disarmament should be a just and reasonable 

process of gradual reduction towards a downward 

balance.’’  

--”The guidelines of ‘‘promoting global strategic balance 

and stability and undiminished security for all.’’ 

  

 

 



 
 Major  Steps of  Nuclear Disarmament  

 Deeper reductions 

--US and Russia should take a lead 

--Beijing would join the reduction progress WHEN US and Russia 
reduce their stockpiles about 1000 total warheads each. China 
could pledge to cap its arsenal at lower level (e.g. 200). 

--China would conduct direct reductions as the US and Russia 
come down from 1000.  

--However, many suspect US and Russia would never intend to 
reach that level(1000 total ) 

    --even before the Ukraine crisis, the momentum for “global zero” 
already lost: Moscow no interest  of deeper cut; MD concerns, dispute 
of INF ,etc; Instead, speeding up their strategic modernization 
programs.  

    ---Ukraine crisis would make related cooperation more difficult 

 

 

 

 



 
 Major  Steps of  Nuclear Disarmament (Con’t) 

 Devalue the role of nuclear weapons 

---abandoning the policies of nuclear  deterrence  based on 
the first use of nuclear  weapons; 

      --- Most importantly, to devalue the role of nuclear weapon, each 
nuclear state must change its nuclear doctrine from one based on a 
preemptive strike to one that is purely defensive and based on a no  

first-use policy.  

---banning policies of lowering the  threshold of  using 
nuclear weapons; 

---halting the development of new types  of nuclear weapons;  

---no longer listing any countries  as targets  of a nuclear  
strike;  

---withdrawing all nuclear weapons deployed outside their 
own territories.  

  

 

 

 



 
 Major  Steps of  Nuclear Disarmament (Con’t) 

 The CTBT ratification 

---China signed the CTBT in 1996 but has not yet ratified it, 
partly because it was rejected by the US Senate in 1999.  

-- Beijing may hope US  takes  a lead to ratify the treaty. Most 
likely, Beijing’s ratification will follow Washington’s 
ratification of the Treaty.  

 

 Restarting FMCT negotiation 
--Although Beijing supports the FMCT negotiations, the 
reference to ‘‘a comprehensive and balanced program of 
work acceptable to all’’ could mean a consideration of space 
weapons issues.  
 
--If Beijing remains concerned about U.S. missile defenses 
 and space weapons programs, it would affect Chinese  
support for FMCT negotiations.  
 

 

 



 
 Maintaining China-US Strategic Stability  

To improve strategic stability between China and 

US, and discourage Beijing from increasing the 

size of its nuclear arsenal, Washington should: 

 

---accept mutual vulnerability with Beijing. 

---assuring Beijing its missile defenses do not  seek to 
negate the Chinese deterrent. 

--- adopt a bilateral no-first use policy toward China--
particularly one in which both capitals agree to rule out 
the use of nuclear weapons during a Taiwan conflict.  

---exclude the possibility of conventional strategic strike 
against the Chinese nuclear force and other nuclear 
facilities.  

 

  

 

 



 
  

To facilitate Washington and Moscow moving  to 

deeper cuts, China should : 

---reassure both capitals that it will cap its arsenal at a 

low level, perhaps 200 warheads.  

--- declare a moratorium on fissile material production 

for weapons. 

---China should become more open about its nuclear 

programs, including  clarifying  its intentions with 

nuclear modernization. 

 

  

 

 


